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water

Water Woes Common,
But is That Any Comfort?

30

aybe the drought would
be easier to take if washed
down with a little Southern
Comfort? Better get used to
it straight. Branch water or “rocks” may
become scarcer in coming years—heck, it
is now in some not-so-lucky places. I will
keep trying to pass on some water news and
information “straight” too—just as I see it.
Not to be negative, but as accurate as I can.
I actually am a pretty positive person. You
have to be to work 40 years in agriculture
and natural resources. Also, mine are not
views of water issues as seen through a
politician’s, chambers of commerce’ or
developers’ rose colored glasses. Water
is too critical and too big an issue to play
games with in giving the citizens the facts.

M

be the best thing for
allergies, our water
supplies and our
Photo by Ann Markman of Meridian, Texas, was an entry in the 2010 Ranch
rangeland production!
& Rural Living Photo Contest.
The last century and a
half where we avidly
controlled wildfires,
fenced ranges and sometimes overstocked,
droughts are not rare, even in our short, pidhas produced a perfect scene for a cedar/
dling lifetimes, let alone in human history.
juniper brush explosion. The result is glaringly evident across the Edwards Plateau
Would our horrible federal deficit that
region and especially over the Hill Country
feeds the debt be made up with one or a few
segment. Green pastures, ranges and hills
“good years?” Not hardly; it is going to be
stretch as far as the eye can see, fooling the
with us and our kids—and grandkids, most
casual, uninformed observer. The green
likely—even if we elect a good Congress
you see is not our good native grasses and
that passes sensible annual budgets and
forbs, but mostly cedar, liveoak or prickly
legislation. Our water budget is very much
pear patches.
the same.

It has been a beautiful, chilly and sunny
week across much of Texas. Sure, lots of
folks are wheezing and sneezing across the
Hill Country and in San Antonio or Austin
because of the annual hit of “Cedar Fever.”
Our way-too-common mountain cedar
(blue-berry juniper, really) is the cause and
the darned male trees and bushes are putting out huge clouds of orange pollen into
the air. Sometimes, the hills look like they
are on fire from it—which really would

Other than way, way too much cedar
and brush on our ranges, we also have a
large rainfall deficit going back several
years. You do not make up a big drought
water deficit with one or a few “average
years.” Yes, 2013 was a decent rainfall year
in Central Texas with some areas even getting “normal,” or close, rainfall totals.
Lots of ranges and roadsides were green
this fall and some dryland small grain made
good growth for
winter grazing. Lots
of folks are happy,
thinking and saying,
“Maybe the drought
is over!” Most
of these folks are
transplant-Texans or
young. They never
went through the big
drought of the ’50s.
Or even the one of
the ’30s that some
of you have. Or the
terrible drought of
the teens as my dad
did. Real, multi-year

In my December article “Is the Drought
over Yet?” I provided some discussion and
quite a few facts demonstrating our continuing water deficit affecting our groundwater, springs, creeks and rivers, lakes,
and finally, our gulf. Nothing has changed
significantly in the past two months and
isn’t likely to unless we get a couple of
good, wet tropical storms next summer.
Even tropical storms and hurricanes were
in short supply last year as you might have
noticed.
Most long-range climate experts (not
carbon credit entrepreneur Al Gore) have
pointed out that all of this change in
weather patterns, storms, precipitation, temperatures, ocean temperatures, glacial melt,
ice pack changes and other key measuring
standards assessed collectively, seem to
point to climate changes which likely have
already begun.
Basically, for much of the U.S., especially the Southwest and West, we are
told to expect “hotter and drier” years and
weather with more extremes of climate than
we are used to having.
I am sure no weather or climate expert,
but with a lifetime of following weather
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and climate for effects upon local agriculture, water and wildlife, I have become
something of a weather watcher. Maybe
you are, too?
Thinking back over recent years, I
remember weather extremes for tornados
including more and larger tornados, more
winter tornados and storms hitting places
not commonly affected, like New England.
Or, very bad floods in unexpected places
while nearby locations were in drought.
Huge snow storms seem to occur at wrong
times of the year or in wrong places, while
areas used to lots of snow go dry. Monster
wildfires have occurred in recent years
across Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona and California—mostly due
to serious drought.
Watch the news today about California’s
latest major fire. Maps show almost the
whole state is in critical drought stage with
dry lakes, rivers and a 15 percent snowpack.
Sure, three young idiots lit the match, but
drought set the conditions. Snowpack, fellow Texans, is what fuels most of the rivers
of the West, providing healthy rivers, lakes,
agricultural water and drinking water in far
away cities such as El Paso, Amarillo, Las
Vegas, Phoenix, Los Angeles, San Francisco, etc. Without a healthy snowpack in
the Rockies, Sierras and other mountains, it

could be a very tough and dry summer for
many Americans.
We all need to become active in water
related issues locally and in Austin. Conservation must become number one in all
water planning efforts from your house to

Southwest Texas Solar
(325) 853-1000
1-866-899-1200

Solar well for
Ted Troell at
Zephyr, Texas

Ronnie Sauer
Eldorado, Texas
solar@verizon.net

30% Federal
Income Tax Credit
Dealer Inquries
Welcome

www.swtxsolar.com
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• TANKS • PIPING • RAINWATER COLLECTION DESIGNS
Water storage tanks
For Ranch, Rainwater Harvesting,
and Commercial (up to 700,000
gallon)
Water sanitation for domestic use,
i.e: UV light with pre-filtering (note:
a lot of well water now becoming
contaminated)
Water tank level gauges
Rainwater harvesting designs

NCRS Approved
Installations

Producers Marketing
Cooperative, Inc.
Email:
pmcicoop@wcc.net

The customer for this 50,000
gallon rainwater tank requested
a fascia trim. As seen in the
photo, the fascia gives the roof
edge a different curb appeal to
the corrugated edge style. Purely
aesthetics to accommodate a
different look!
When ordering your water tank
remember to ask for the available
options that can be added to the
standard tank package.

the Governor’s Mansion. Learn as much
as you can about water issues, conservation methods and water quality. Encourage
students to follow science careers.
As always, “The cheapest new water is
the water you save!”
“Water is Life!” There is NO substitute!

Serving the Sheep
and Goat Producer

PMCI can offer customers:
• More markets and marketing options
• Technical assistance in wool preparation and packaging
• Access to fiber diameter technology for genetic selection
(OFDA 2000) and marketing (Fleece Scan)
Do not limit your marketing options by selling to one buyer.
Let PMCI help you market your wool and mohair to the best buyer.
PMCI can make offers daily to allow for quick marketing.
PMCI can file all your loan or LDP paper work.
Come by or call for details regarding any topic listed.

Use the warehouse of your choice!
Call for information on membership classifications:

Local: 325-835-7173 or

1-888-USA-WOOL

Specializing in Water Tank Sales & Installation
Dan Fleming—Menard, Texas—Ph: 325 396 4473

Fax: 325-835-7174 • Contact: Ronald Pope

flemings52@wildblue.net

PMCI • P.O. Box 255 • Mertzon, Texas 76941
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